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As mining proceeds deeper on Elandsrand Gold Mine scattered
mining win no longer be viable due to the excessive stress
levels which would 1)I:cIJr during mining of the fine,l remnants
between raises. Longwall mining with strike stabilizing pillars
WO~tJdeliminate this need for remnant minino However, since~ . ... -
the\Ventersdorp Contact. Reef' on Elandsrand has a relatively
1iarge number of faults and dykes and a highly variable grade,
longwall mining would result in an excessive amount of off-reef
mining and mining of umj(1yab1e reef.
Sequential ;\'jrid minir,g, a new mining method utilizing dip stabi ..
1iz;09 pillars as well as bracket pillars for most faults and
dykes, has, been proposed as an alternative. The purpose of this
inv~stigation is to determine the suitability of this minin9.
method fOI' meet'ing the rock mechanics requirenents fdr deep
mining, and to compar~ it with the previously proposed
scattered mini-longwa11 mining method.
The COrllijtfter modelling shows that lou?g ..term pi l1ar stabi 1ity may
;,cye a problem, but that there is 1 ittle difference\ between dip
,i,':;'\' . ,
p'illars and strike pillars in this r~gard. Classified tai1ing<;
~( , 'OJ
backfi n, significant1y improves pill ar stabi 1ity and wi 11 there-
fore be vital for deep minif!9 unless the) extraction ratio is
decreased-. Results indicate that the haulages are ;;sited at art
adequate depth below the dip stabilizing pillars. /Modell ing of
.,energy release rates indicates that sequential grid mining has~ ,
higher peak values than scattered mini ..longwall mining.
However, the maximum energy release rates can "be kept, to
acceptable 1evels for Elandsrand if proper mining sequences are
followed. ~roperly placed backfill also reduces p~ak values uta
acceptab 1~' 1e~'e1s
Sequential grid.mining impt'oves the control of faults IJand dykes.
This is tile biggest rock mechanics advantag'! of sequential grid
mining. n1itial development enables the geological structure to
/1
II
be delineated well in advance of stoping operations. This
allows bracket pillars for most faults and dykes to be properly
designed and implemented (the dip pillars are usually shifted to
the geological discontinuity). The bracket pillars virtlJal1y
eliminate the dangerous practice of mining through faults and
dykes. Properly designed bracket pillars will also greatly
reduce selsmicity associated with slip along faults and clyk(!s.
Seq~entiC\l grid mining will therefore enable the mining of
Elandsrancf's deep. highly faulted reef to be dons more profitably
and more safely •. Profitabll ity wi 11 be improved mainly because
nr~nin9 can be done more sE:lectively and with less off ..reef
st~l,Pillg and development. Saf~ty wi n be improved because the
lit. . . . \~':- . '
fa,ults and "dykes 'wi 11 be 'controlled better at acceptable stress
levels and with acceptable stability of p.iHar:;s and haulages.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Sequential grid mining, a new mining method, has heen proposed
for mining the deeper areas of Elandsrand Gold Mine. Scattered
mining is being practiced in the shallower ar-eas of the mine
using crosscuts and raises spaced 150 to 180 metres apart. The
final stages of this mining method are hazardous due to the
highly stressed remnants which are formed. Using scattered
mining in the deeper areas of the mine wi 11 result in unaccep-
tabl e stress. 1evel s and enel~gy rel ease rates.
LongVlall mlnlng is normally considered to be the best
stt'ategy(l) for deep mining. This is due to the follm'ling rock
mechanics req,\(Irements.
- Stresses and energy rele~ase rates must be kept to acceptable
levels.
- The formation of remnants must be avoid~d •
.. Stabilizing pillars and/or bac} III must be used for regional
support.
.. Follow-behind haulages ,l)1ust be used to avoid the high·
stresses below the advancing stopir.g faces.
Conventional longwal1 mining would not be feasible for Elandsrand
due to problems with adverse geological structure, erratic
grades and high production requirements. The presence of a
relatively large amount of faulting would result in a high pro-
portion of off ..reef mining. Longwal1 mining also does not allow
for select',~e mining of low grade or unpayable areas. T~,'\:com-
bined effect woul d be to lower the cveral l recovered grade of
the mine to a level which woul d be unacceptab! e in the current
economic en"i ronment. Product'~:3n waul d ex1so be inS'llffi ct ant due
to the limited amount of face avzll 1abl e from one ~et of
longwalls.
Scattered minj ...longwall mining has been considered as an
aItemat tve to conventional longwal1 mining. Min"ing with
scattered mini ...longwalls would be more viable since it would
'increase face length. However, there would still be problems
with faults and dykes and the variables grad~s.
Sequential grid mining has been proposed to overcome these
def tct encjes , At present this method is being implemented for
\\ . \\
mini'n!t. th,~ shallower portion of Ela~isrand's subshaft reef.
;","'!\ ,)\
This repor~, investigo.tes the ability of sequential grid mining
to meet th~\ rock mechanics requirements for mining the deeper
portilln of Elandsrand's subshaft reef (down to 98 level - 2 800
metres below surface). Compari sons have also been made with
scattered mini ..longwali mining_
The following sact ton describes the geological setting of
Elal1cl:;rand Gold Mine and gives details of sequential grid mining
as planned for this envh"onment. The advantages from a produc ...
tlon perspective are presented, but not in detail as this was
the subject of a previous investigation ..
The improved control of faults and dykes whi ch result~ from
sequential grid min CiQ is discussed in Section 3. This is one
of the major advantages of this new mining method.
Computer modelling was done to assess the suitability of sequen-
tial grid mining for meeting the rock mechanics requirements for
deep mining. Comparisons were made with scattered mini-longwall
mining where applicable. The modelling is described and the
results are presented in Section 4.
Section 5 describes scattered mini-longflall mining and compares
\'j
it with sequential grid mining •.,
Sectior: 6 gives recollllJlendatioflS for future work wnich may be
necessary to improve ttte design and implementation of sequential
grid mining in other areas.
'I
)
The final section b,'iefly summarizes the most important results
of this investigation and contains the conclusions regarding
this new mining method ..
Ii
2 DESCRIPTION OF SEQUENTIAL G~lD MINING
2.1 Geology of Elandsrand 1201 d Mine
Elandsrand Gold Mine is located near Carletonville in the Far
West Rand mining area (Figure 2.1). At present the only
reef mtned is the Venters(iorp Contact Reef , This is a conglo-
merate r~ef band with a.,strike of north 65 degrees east and a
dip of approximately 24 degY'ees to the south. Grade is highly
variable(2) with unpay zones typically occupying sand-filled
channels. The reef is ~l'Iaracterised by d relative·1!y large
amount of faulting with I:<t:hl"'ows of 1ass tl11lln ten metres.
A large proportton of the Ilm'h}e's seismicity is assoctated with
these faults and dykes.
The hangingwa 11 is Vent,et"sd{)rp Lava whleh is strong but
variable in nature. The uniaxial compre~sive strength (UeS) is
approximately 300 megapa$i""tlE" (MPa). Flow bedding p;a:ries,
.. ' .... \
joints and altered lavas\\H~~cludi:'1g pillow lavas) are 'S."me ;of
'<'.,.,
'~he prob1ems experienced in various areas of the mine. Themine
has experi enced probl ems(3) with rocxbur ats at rel atively low
energy .rel ease rates (ERR's), poss1bly due to these local
variati6ns in the lava. Other cO'ntributinQ ractors are a rela-
tively large dmount of flat faulting which extends into the
hangingwall(4) and the brit:tle nature of lava. An ~f these
factors 1sad to poor hang; ngwa11 whien is suscept ib1e to damage
by'leismicity.
The footw~~tH~ is a competent quartzite cues -250 MPa "and hi gher 1;
from tests) which extends to a depth of approximately 430 metres
\:\below reef on the eastern boundary and about 550 metres below
reef on the we~'(~rfl boundary. This is important because
t· :}
haulages. Can be ~;'~ied deep in 1:he footwall with no problems
with ~hal es or other incompetent rock strata.
{>
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FIGURE 2.1. LOCATION OF ELANDSRAND GOlD MINE
2.2 Layout and Mining sequence
Sequential grid mi,ning combines the scattered mining concept
with a system of partial extraction. The partial extraction
(85 %) reduces the overall stress levels while also elim'inating
holing of pane1s into mined out areas. Hauhges and return air ..
ways are excavated ahead of stoping operations at a depth of 80
metres vertically below reef. Crosscuts and raises are deve-
loped from the haulages at 200 metr e intervals. The raises are
then 1edged and equt pped before stop; ng comnsnces , Oip stab'!"
lizing pillars (30 metres wide) ar~'t left between raise l ines
(see proposed layout in Figure 2.2).
The sequence of mining is important, hence the name
"sequential". uGtidlf refers to the grid of regularly spaced
crosscuts and raises. The overall direction of mining is from
the shaft pillar outwards~ moving from raise lint~ t.o raise line
out toward the b9undaries. The mining from each ratse proceeds
first towards the shaft pillar to approach the final pillar con-
figtlration at a low span (see detail of layout in Figure 2.3).
Then mining proceeds away from the shaft pillar to the stopping
line for the next pillar.
The spacing between raises is limited by the maximum effective
scraping di stance. When a faul t or dyke is pr-esent the di p
pillar would be shifted to f(n'm a bracket pillar on the geologi~,
cal feature (I:;gure 2.4), This pillar would not necessar l ly be
positioned centrally between the raises so the maximum scraping
distance would i.icrease for many panels. It is therefore impor..
tant to keep ther:ra1se spacing small to allow for this flexibi-
lity with regard to the position of the pillar. However, there
are also advantages which would result from increasing the rai 5e
spacing (less development, la~ger pillars). The 200 metre raise
spacing was chusen as G reasonable compromise.
2.2 Layout and.Mining Sequence
\"1
Sequent'iar grid mining combines the scattered mining concept
with a system of partial extraction. The partial extraction
(85 %) reduces the overall stress levels while also eliminating
holing Qf panels into mined out areas. Haulages and return air-
ways are excavated ahead of stoping operations at a depth of 80
metres vertically below reef. Crosscuts and rai ses are deve-
loped from the haulages at 200 metre tnterva'ls , The raises are
then ledged and equipped before stoping commences. Dip stabi-
lizing pillars (30 metres wide) are left between raise lines
(tee proposed layout in Figure 2.2).
"
The, sequence of mining is important" hence the name,'.
"sequential". IIGr'1(:l1I ref~rs to the grid of regularly spaced
cY'OSSCUl:.S and raises. The overall direction of mining is from
\', -_ :/
~ c·· - .. ..~
the $haft pillar Qut~'!lrds, moving from raise line to raise line}
out tow~d the boundaries. The mining from each raise proceed#
first towards the shaft pi Bar tv a.pproach the tina', pillar cod.
figuration at a low span (sew detail of layout tn Figu~'e ~.3).
Then mining p.~oceeds away fram the shaft pill ar to the stopping
I'
line for the next pillar. ~\
~-
Thw spacing betw~~,' raises is r;1im.i'ted by the maximum effective
s~raping distance. When a fault or d'y~e is present the dip
pillar would be shifted to form d brac~c:t pillar on the ge0109;"
cal feature. (Figure 2.4). This pillar would not necessarily be
positioned cerl'trally between the raises so the maximum scraping
distance would increase far many panels. It is therefore impor-
tant. to keep the raise spacing small to anow for thts flexiui ...
l'ity t'lith regard to the pnsit'ion of the pillar. However~ there, ,
are also advantages which would resuJ.t. from increasing the raise
spacing (less development, larger pt lIer's}, The 200 metre raise
spec! n9 wa;" cQosen as a reasonabl e compromise~
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FIGURE2.4 BRACKET PILLAREXAMPLE
2.3 Design Pro~ess
The following is the design process which leads to the detailed
short-term mining pf an for q'., specific area of the mine. The
emphasis is placed less on maximizing the areal extraction
rate end more on maximizing the gold extracted profitably from
each area of the mine •
.. Preliminary' Design : The pfeliminary -1idsign incorporates
"_)
-
dip s~biJizing pi.llars at the standtfftl ',1idth and spacing6
Bracket pil1ars on major geological discQnt-:nuit'ies are
included, with the dir pillars adjusted accordingly. Designs
(I c-;
are based on practical considerations and rough "rules of
thumblf only. Computer modelling would be pointless at this
stage due to the Jnaccurac:y of the, geOlogical information.
1 __ 1 .
This desi9rt ii;~tl'fficierlt for long-term planning of two years
o
or nore. Th~h 'Important' aspects are extraction rates and
developm,!:'!nt layouts so that development can be planned
suitably.
final Design ; Once the geological information concerning
structure and grade has been confirmed (by dri 11lng
operations plus mapping .and sampling of the raises) the
process of determinin~ a final design commen~es~ It is
important that personnel fr;.om rOCK mechanics, ge,ology, ven-
tilation, survey and especially production are involved in
this design process. Unpay areas afle first identified since
mining. in these areas should only be done if required for
overstoping of footwall development or if it ~an be justifi ad
to reac~. a payable area of reef. Then bracket pillars along
faults and dykes are~;planned as necessary. Finally, dip sta-
bilizing pillars are placed between raises where no unpay or
"
bracket pillars are planned. Where possible these pillars
are shifted to low grade areas. Agreement is then reaohed on
the miniog sequence to be used betweti;~lthe pi 11ars,
This mlnlng sequence and pillar layout are then checked via
rock mechanics computer model l ;ng. Any major adjustments to
the design are again discussed with the relevant personnel
from other departments ,
The dec;hion on whethe~' or not to use backfill in particular
areas shoul d be more strongly infl uenced by econoni c factm~s.
For ex~mple, in low grade areas it may be more profitable to
1eave 1arge pi 11at's so that the areas in .between can be mined
at low stress levels. If stress levels are low mining should
be posstal e with lower support costs (e.g. no backfi 11 or
hydraulic props instead of packs) and higher productivity due
to the improved conditions. In high grade areas an invest ..
o
ment in more expensive backfill might yield an attractive
return if pillar requir~ents are reduced. If backfill must
be used in an area due to poor ground conditions then the
(\
cut-off grade fay' determi 01n9 unpay areas must be increased
proportionately.
- Changes to Designs: Any sigl.;.p lcant changes to mining ssquen-
ces or pillar layouts a('e .checked again via computer
modelHng. These changes must be minimized due to the
lengthy procedure involved. Unauthorized changes, especially
mining beyond pillar limits, must be strongly discouraged.
This is extremely important as disciplined mining is
necessary to achieve the aims of improving profitability
whil e ensuring safe working condit ions. When changes are
necessary the procedure for arriving at a final design is
repeated.
2.4 Produ(;t1on Advantages
An investigati.on(S) into the production aspects of sequential
grid mining ,has already been completed for Elandsrand Gold Mine.
The following advahtages summarize the most important results of
this investigation.
- ..&.e.:. -
.. t.ess Off-reef Development : Sequential grid mining great1y
reduces off-i"eef development r equtr enents by elimi'llating
fo llow ..behind development and reducing the ,',umber of boxho-
las. The actual planning layout for the deepest portion of
Elandsrand's subshaft reef indicates that there will be 28,7
stoping square metres for every metre of off-reef develop-
ment. This ratio includes all of'f-r eef development outside
of the shaft pillar. The ratio for scattered mini-longwall
mining of the same area would be only 16,9 square metres per
metre while the typical ratio for conventional mini~longwall
mining is 20 to 24 square metres per metre.
... Improved Selectivity and Flexibility: Sequential grid mining
al lows marlS: selectivity and flex.ibility with regard to
planning and mining. Grade trends can be accurately deter-
mined ..' in advance, therefore planning can be adjusted to
ensur,~ that the mine t'e~V:ains profitable (e.g. mine more high
grad~ areas if necessary, leave unpay areas as pillar~/'"
In ort"e particular area of the mine the pil1ars';~~"ere changed
from straight dip pillars to larger, slightly diagonal
pi11a\~s incorporating unpay areas. The revised plal'l(5}
resulted in an increase in the in-situ grade of the area
planned to be mined of over two grams per ton. It also
resulted in 10w.ar s'r.ress levels and significantly 10wer'(nrc-
\ I
duct.ion costs. 'I
Backfi 11 can be implemented sel ectively based on stress
1evel s , expected seismi city, regional support requirements,
or) .actual underground conditions. If the effectiveness of
backfi 11 for re910nal support is proven (and if it is eco-
nomically justifiabl e) .the dip pi'll ars coul d readily be
reduced in size or replaced by backfi 11 (more likely
cemented backfill).
\i
- Less Off-reef Stoping : Sequential grid mining minimizes off-
reef stoping since most faults and dykes are left intact with
bracket pillars, The need to do waste mining to overstope
\;,
shallow fOotwall development is also virtually eliminated.
- More Face Length : Sequent.tal grid mining allows a greater
length of face to be mined simultaneously. Spare face length
can also be kept available to deal with unexpected problems
such as dro~s in grade, fires and major rockbuY,\st \ ;jamage.
o
3 IMPROVEDCONTROLOF FAULTS AND DYKES WITH ~EgUENTIAL GRID
MINING
One of the most dangerous aspects of deep 1evel gold mining is
mining thy'ough or near major geological di SCI nt inutt tes. ",(his
mining elm induce arge magnitude seismic events associated with
shear slip along the plane of the fault or dyke. Sequential
grid min'jog greatly improves safety by virtually eliminating the
need to rrine through faults and dykes and by enabling the mining
in the vicinity of the geolog1cal discontinuity to be done in
the correct configuration. The clamping effect of proper ly
designed bracket pi'11ars will reduce the seisr".city associated
with sh,"'lar slit) along faults and dykes and contr tbute signifi-
cant1y toward improved safety.
3.1 Bracket Pi1hrs
.~\/I,
Sequ~ntiar grid mining allows most faults and dykes to be left
\_-' I
intact with bracket pillars (strips of unm'ined reef left on
either sid~. of the discont~nuity). This is accomplished by
shifting the dip stabilizing pillars to incorporate faults and
dykes. On Eland~rand this change is usually relatively easy to
implement since the striL of most fau1ts and dyke':. y'I.o~~~ close
to the dip direction of the reef (the dip of the Ventersdorp
Contact Reef on Elandsrand is rough'ly north to south while the
,predominant trend of faults and dykes is north-northeast to
south ...southwest). TI~,E! design of these bracket pillars is
feasible since the pOSition ~nd orientation of gt;ological
discon~inuities is well defined during initial development, long
bef~re stoping commenceS. Implenentation or the bracket pillars
is l"~latively easy since the fault or dyke can be approached
from both sides. A\10ther rna",.:tt' advantr).ge of 1eavi ng bracket
pillars is t~t it minimizes the need for the extremely
dangerous operation I)r mining through or near a fault or dyke.
3.2 Approach to Faultc;and Dykes
:,The need to avoid mining nunerous panels onto or through a fault
.\or dyke at the same time(l} is now an accepted basic principle
of deep-level gold mining in South Africa. The problem is a
sudden large tncrease in ESS along the plane of weakness as the
panel sap; ... each simultaneously. Mining one panel at a time up
to the di scontinuity results in small increases in ESS and
should therefore lead to smaller, less dangerous seismic events.
Sequential grid mining allows this to be accompl ished without
adversely affecting production. ~r!:le advance development deter ..
mines the orient~tion of the geological discontinuity before
stoping commences. The desired mining configuration (overhand
or underhand) is determined, then implemented by adjusting the
order in which the panels are started from each r.ai se, i!='or
example, east mining from a raise could be done In a.1 overhand
configuration to favou~ably approach a fault trending from
northeast" to $outll\'t~st~ West mintng from the same raise ccul d
, 0 ~.
b~ done in an underhand conftguration to approach an fault with, a
similar orjentation in the correct manner (Figuy'e 3.1). The
mintng configuration would normally be overhand to avoid the
inhereot probl ems associated with having an unmined area below
the bottom gu'l1y (i .e. the' gully has to be mined with a heading
or with a portion of ,,1edging on ,the downdip s ide) , Tbe ~on...
figuration can be changed to undeY'f'land.when it is necessary efue
to the presence of a fault or dyke with an adverse or; entat ion
or when mining below a mined ou1: area.
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FIGURE 3.1 CORREcr APPROACH TO GEOLOGICAL FEATURES WITH SEQUENTIAL GRID MINING
4 COMPUTER MODELLING TO INVESTIGATE THE SUITABILITY OF
SEQUENTIAL GRID MINING
Computer modelling using Minsim-D (Phase III) was done to aSsess
several rock mechanics aspects of sequential qr id mining.
Comparisons were made with scattered mini-longwal1 mining where
app1icable.
The objectives of stabi lizing pi ll ars and cantrall ed mining
sequences are to reduce face stresses (and therefore energy
release rates) and to effectiv'~lY clamp geological discon-
tinuities. Reduced face stresses result in less seismicity
and stress fracturing and therefore better minin'!1 conditions and
improved safety ~ Proper cl amping of fa.ults and dykes shoul d
significantly reduce the amount of seismicity resulting. from
shear-slip along these features. 'These objectives will not be
r eal lzed unless the pillars themselves are properly designed and
therefore stabl e. Experi ence to date has been mainly with
strike stabilizing pillars and longwall mining_ This experience
does, howevert help with the design of dip stabilizing pillars.
Average pil lar stresses and the Hoek and Brown fail ure criterion
were modelled to investigate the 6tatiility of .the 30 metre wide
dip pillars and the 35 metre wide. str tks pillars. Different
pillar sizes were used because the actual layouts werE: compared
and the extraction ratio was kept constane at 85 %. The extrac-
tion ratio of 85 %(7) has been used for .pillar des+qns on
,Western Deen LeveK~ and Elandsrand Gold Mines and was based on.. .. "",,:::
average i~il1ar stress and ener!JY rel ease .rate reduction con....
siderations" rttltJ results of these pillar deSigns have genera11y
been favourab1 e,'i,~ut thi s extraction ratio wi 11 probably have to
decrease for ultra ..deep mining unless backfill proves success-
ful.
The siting of thee haulages for sequential grid milling was
checkecl by modelling off-reef maximumprincipal stresses. The
energy release rates (ERR's) for sequential grid mining and
scattered mini-longwal1 mining were modelled for comparative
purposes.
Excess shear stress (ESS) was not modelled as part of this
investigq.tiol1. The ESS criterion is used to ~ttempt to quantify
the pot~ntial foy' a seismic event with a shear-slip mechanism.
This type of seismic event can occur in solid, previously
unfrac~ured ground. However, the ESS criterion is normally only
used tia assess the potential for slip along a pre-existing major
geolqgical discontinuity. Minor geological df scent inu+t tes al'~
also,i' assessed if they have a history of seismic activity, which
!
is !aften the case at E1andsrand. Each geological dis&ontinuity
is/ unique in terms of its strike, dip, thickness, ;~\'tbrow and
prJsition relative to mining operations. It would be extremely
difficult to do computer modelling on a representative range of
possibl e confi gurat ions. Thi~\. has therefore not been attempted.
All modelling was done with ten metre leads between panels. The
following variations were mOdelled.
- };:S~quential grid mining using an overhand configuration,
'J,
f'irst without backfi n and then with cl assifi ad tai lings
backfill ~ Several steps were modelled since the stress.
levels ch~J1ge as the final pillar configurations are
approached.
As above but with an underhand configuration.
"
Scattered 1,jni ...longwall mining using an overhand COIl ...
figuration, 'first without backfill and then with classified
tai 1ings backfill $
... As above but with an underhand configuration.
Worst case modelling of s,~quential grid milling and scattered
mtni-longwall mining with mining of the entire coarse window
complete except for pillars, first without backfill and then
with classified tailings backfill.
Computer modelling was done with a fiv'e metre fine window block
size. A full list of input variables is given in Appendix A.
The configurations modelled were kept simple and conceptual.
The detailed face modelling was done for stoping between 95
1evel (2 70(; metres below surface) and 98 1evel (2 800 metres
below surface). The entire coarse window above 95 level was
modelled as mined out except for the relevant pillar con~
figuration, as was the area east of the current stoping (Figure
4.1). worst case pillar stability was modelled with the pillar
at 98 1eve1 el svat ton in the centre of the coarse window with
the entire coarse window mined out except for the relevant
pillar configuration (Figure 4.2).
.\
The backfill modelling was done using single step modelling with
fill width equal to the stoping width. Step by step modelling(8
woul d give a more accurate assessment of fi 11 performance, but
this level of accuracy is not required for the purposes of tnts
report. Using fill width equal to the stoping width slightly
over .. estimates the benefit of backfi 11. However, this assump-
tion is justified by tw,t) factors. First, shrinkage (resu'ting
in a gap between the backfill and the hangingwal1) has on1y been
noted in rare instances on E1andsrand Gold Mine due to the rela-
tively staep dip (24 degrees). the good backfi 11 material
qual ity and good placement techniques. Second, convergence
prior to fining will be lninimal near the raise for sequential
grid mining. This backti11 wi 11 ultimately have higher str-ess
regeneration than the backfill placed near the pillars! there ...
.fore it win contribute most or the regional support benefft.
This is not the case for scattered mini .. lol1gwalls, but the same
assumption regarding backf,ill placement height wa~ made in order
to be consistent. Therefore the benefit of backfill win be.
overestimated more for the stri ke pi 11ars than for the di p
pillars.
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The .~ackfi 11 was model l ed as being placed ten metres behind each
active face and up to the edge of each pillar. This is being
accomp1ished with dip pillars on Elandsrand, but would be dif-
ficult with strike pillars.
The backfill characteristics used were an lat value of 11,12 MPa
(this is the stress generated at a closure of 50 % of the ulti ...
mate compressive strain of the fill material) and a Ibt value
of 0,40 (this is the ultimate compressive strain of the fill
material). A hyperbolic stress ...strain curve was assumed. The
results of the computer modelling investigation are summarized in
Section 4.4.
4.1 Stabi1:1tyof Dip Pillars Versus Strike Pillars
[I
Pillars which are paral lel to the dip of the r~ef(9) should be
more stable than stri~.e pt l l ar s , provideJ all other factors are
equal. This is due to dip pillars being oriented in the same
direction as the major ride component resulting from the downdip
shear stres: ~lon9 the plane of the ·reef. This shear stress can
be calculated by resolving the major principal str ess , which is
vertical, into normal arid shear stress components. The computer
model1 10g of the Hoek and Brown fa; 1ure criteriorl does not sh ~w
any significant difference between the dip and strike pillars,
probably because the dip pi l lars modell ad were 30 metres wide
wh'ile the strike pillars were 35 metres in width. Another
pro()lem with strike stabilizing pillars(lOf which has been
encountered in practice at Western Deep Levels Gold Mine ts
the adverse effect of faults Of dykes ·ifl~ersecting the pi 11ars ,
These intersections have been a focal point for setsmtc acti-
vity. The dip· p1)lars will, for the most part, avoid this
problem since they wi 11 be shifted to the discontinuity and
des igned to clamp it in a stabl e manner.
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The two criteria modelled to investigate pillar stability were
the average pillar stress and the Hoek and Brown failure crite-
rion. The stability of bracket pillars; for clamp'ing faalts and
dykes has not been addressed as each pillar wi11 be untque, The
design of bracket pillars will be difficult but will utnizr~ the
above cr t cer ia plus the excess shear stress criterion.
4.1.1 Predicted Average Pillar Stresses
For a systematic pillar configuration ft!ithout backfill the
average pillar stress is a function of the virgin stress (normal
to reef) and the extraction ratio only. There would the>efore
be no difference between dip 'and str tke stab.ilizing pillars at
the same depth and extraction ratio~ However, since dip stabi-
lizing pi l lars are ort ented in the. direction or' the overall ride
and are loaded more even~y than stril~e pillars they should be
stable at a higher averag,e pillar str~ss.
The maximum de~a~n level(ll) for average pi11ar stress is 2,5
times the UCS of the host rock. Since quartzite cues on
/:
Elan~srand },f 250 MPa) is the weakest.. host ,rock the maxitnum
acceptab 1e ~.~(erage pi 11ar stress for Elandsrand Gold Mine is
625 MPa.. At ..~n t~xtractl0n ratio of as %$ dip of 24 degrees and
" ..-.- •... ', \
k-ra"io~('I'P ;),5 this would only be reached at a depth of approx! ..
n!:>,ely/;f~')cfiOmetres. At 98 level elevation (2 800 metres belOW\ .
Surfa(k~.iLand Elandsi"'and's reef characteristics the theoretical
/;/. c: . . __ 0
maximlin average pinal" stress is 454 MPa, wen w'ithin the maxi-
mwn deSign level.
1\
\1
Computer modeTl iog indi cated that the maximum average pill ar
stress that can be expected w~ile stoping is in pr6gress in the
v~,-lnity of the pillar is' bet(~~etf 32~'vil}d 383 MPa for $equential~ ~.
grid" mining (Figures 4.3 and \!\4.4) anti br:,ween 396 and 404 MP,l
f~t seattered mini.longwalls (~lgure 4.5). ~~rst case' .)l1~\~ellin~\
with the entire coarse window min\~d out with $ystemati(;('~illars
increased the average pillar str~~s to 458 I'~Pai~'9r sequential
grio mining and 496 MPafor scatte~ed mflti~lolJ1gwal·ls. Backfill
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reduced these values by 7,5 to 20 %. A11 of these average
pillar stress levels would be acceptable even if the more con-
servative estimate of the UCS of the footwall quartzite o.l
200 MPa was used.
4.1.2 Results .from Modelling of the Hoek and Brown Failure
Criterion
The modell iog of the Hoek and Brown fail ure criterion was done
with the benchmark variable 'HBVG'. This assumes a very good
quality rockmass(12) with an 'm' value of 7,5, an '5' value of
0,1 and a UCS of 200 MPa. The results indicate zones where
fail ur s, either tens i1e or compress 'Je, would be expected due to
the stress conditions ca1culated" For this report the interpre'"
tat~on(13) is that a large failed zone in the footwall on either
Sid~\\Of the pillar indicates that shear-s.Lip 'is likely to occur
along the pillar edge. If the failed zones beneath the pillar
edges connect in the footwa11 then a wedge-type failure of thG
pillar fQundation(l4) due to the pillar punching downwards is
likely to occur. This is not theoretically correct since it ts
using elastic mOdeliing to predict ineiastic f~,i1ure modes.
However, it should be acceptable for the rough comparative pur ...
poses af this paper.
Results for the strike stabilizing pillar between 95 and 98
levels indicate that the foundation will be completely 'failed
within 120 metres of the face if backfi 11 is not used
(Figure 4.6). SimHar results were' obtained for this pillar at
70 metres ·fr.om the T(\Ce with an overhand configuration. The
results of the modell ing with classVfi ad tail iogs backfill indi ..
r:
cate a significant 1.lli'f)\"OVement,l though there it still a large
failed lone in the footwall on tilEr downdip side of the pillar
(Figure 4.~n. Worst case model11ng (entire coarse window mined
out except t?r pi 11ers l of the pi llar betwesil 98 and 100 1evel s
yielded similar results for the modelling with backfill.
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Therefore the 35 metre strike pi llars can be expected to fail
via a ,il1ar punching mechanism relatively close to the face if
backfill is not used. Backfill reduces the potential failure to
shear-slip along a single plane below the downdip side of the
pillar, even in the Ionq-term worst case. This is due to the
asymmety'y of the failed area below the pillar. Mining in an
overhand configuration below a mined out area results in the
potential foundation failure problems .occurring closer to tile
stope face, there,bv increasing the risk that seismicity asso ..
ciated with pillar foundation failure could adversely affect
stoping operations.
The mcdel l ing for tht: 30 metre wi de dip stabf l izing pi1 lars was
first done with an underhand mining configuration. The last
mining up to the final pillar configuration would therefore be
done by the bottom panel. ;,,)he section for the fail ure criterion
was taken through the Ajllar approximately 100 metres above
this ,;~ttom panel (the location of the section is shown in
Figure 4.3). This wou1d be the highest stresse·d portion of the:
pi llar close enough to affect the bottom par\~J. Results of the 1\
modelling without backfill indicate that the foundation of the
pillar would be completely failed in this area (figure 4~8).
c:c!fhe addition of backf; 11 reduces the fail ed zones to relatively
small~ even lobes on either side of the pHlar (Figl',re 4 .•9).
This indicates that pillar foundation failure win not affect
stoping operat tons if backfi 11 and an underhand face con ..
figuration are utilized.
The results 'of the modelling with an overhand configuration
below the mined out area ind'icac@ ':t:at foundation failure will
occur while stoping is in progress even if backfill is utilized
(Figure 4.10). The last milTing LIP to the final pillar con ..
figut'atian would be done by the to~~panel t therefor~"the section
was taken at this pOSition (the 10C~lfton of the section is shown
in Fi gure 4.4). If there was no m,lned out area above the top
panel the r asutts would have been similar to those for the
underhand configuf'ation. This illustrates the importance of the
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overall mlnlng sequence in avoiding situations where pillar
foundation fail ure can adversely affect stoping operations.
Worst case modeJ1ing (entire ccarse window mined out except for
pi l lars ) for a dip pi l lar at 98 1evel !!elevation indi cates that
foundation failure via pillar punchlng will eventually occur
even if classified tailings backf il l is utilized. Thn location
and support of the underlying. haulages must theY'efore be
d~signed to tater for oeismic activity associated with pillar
foundation fail ure.
4.2 S·iting of Footwall Development Beneath Dip Pillars
The,hau1ages for the portion of the mine which will use sequen-
tial grid mining are planned to be a minimum of 80 metres below
reef~ This decision was based on preliminary modelling of maxi-
mum principal stress below the dip stabilizing pillars. The
maximum acceptable stress leve1 for the design was 120 MPa.
lhis was based on previous experience. on Elandsrand Gold Mine
which indicated that normal !:meshing and lacing keeps the haulage
in good condition throughout its lifespan, even at 120 MP,l.
Worst case comp\'ter model 1lng of the maximum principa'l stress
below a dip stabilizing pillar (Figure 4.11) confirmed thH,
haulage positioning.
~"':::~,~, Designing strictly based on maximumprinciple stress levels is
~\,~ dangerous because it only d~als with the static stress situation.
With stabilizing pillans major se:ismic events due to pillar
foundation failure can Occur. This results in the haulage being
subjected to dynam,ic stresses (t ,e, pOl~$ible "t)ckburst eondt-
tions) which cout d reSult in major damagE?which mi9ht incl ude
footwall heave. This woul d obviously be unsafe and would
seriously disrupt tramming operations. Assessment of the
possible effects of: pil'1ar foundation failure on. a haulage 80
metres in the footwall wi11 be :.Ii ffi cul t and has not been
addressed ir! this report. However~ until this potential problem
area is better understood additiol'lal support (long anchors and
\.1
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post~gunite$ also possibly yielding anchors) should be installed
in suspect areas under stabilizing pillars. This will be par-
ticul&rly important under trri.H:ket pillars due to the potential
for fail ure a long the fault t)'t dyl~e.
4.3 Comparison of the energy Release Rates for Sequent ia1
Gr'!d Mining Versus Scattered Mini ..(qngwal1 Mining
"
The energy release rate (ERR) criterion has lost some credibi-
lity as an absolute measure of the acceptability of a mine
design. However, it is still generally accepted as an effective
criterion for compa"iog das lqns , pav'ticularly if they are for
the same area.
The ERRAs for sequential grid mining with under:~and and overhand
configurations are shown in Figures 4.12 and 4.13, respective1y.
The ERR's for scattered mini-loogwall mining with both con ..
figurations are shown in Figure 4.14.
The relativ'ely poor re!wlts for s~quential grid mining in an
overhand configuration below a mined "ut area emphasize the need
to avoid,this unless properly placed b~~kfill is used, Backfill
,~\ '.'"
reduce~, the peak ~RR for thi s adverse c<YQfigurat'10n .to 34 mega...
~, joules per square metre CMJ/m2). Historically d} Elnndsrand th,~
maximum acceptable eRR for any given panel h,as been 30 MJ/m2
based (\on a study of accident. rat£!s versus 'ERR's(3) (using a ten
metre fine window b,t\ock stze), Modelling with a five metre
block site should result, in s\ightly higher ERR's, thOUgh. thil~
was not checked as part o1~ thi ~\ report. Areas using cl assifi ed
\j tailings backfill installed close to the face SHould also be
ab1f.! to ~afely tolerate !;higher ERRts due to the scy'ata control
\\ benef; ts of backfi 11. Ther~fore backfi 11 has a dual effect:~\ C c:::, 'i:'
.. It reduces the overal l stress levels and thus .the 1; kel tnood" .. . ... .-
of sei.smic a~~tivit.Y.
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G It imp.·oves condtt rcns so that if a seismic event occurs
there is less chance of damage.
The overall average energy release rates for all of the mining
configurations were the same. For each configuration the
average was 16 MJ/m2 without backfill and 13 MJ/m2 with back-
fill. This similarit,Y would be expected since all of the mining
is done at the same depth, extraction ratio and approximately
the same back 1ength between pi 11ars , The bi 9 difference bet-
ween the layol.lts is the spread of individual panel values around
these averages. Overhand sequential grid mining had the largest
variance while underhand scattered mini ...longwall mining. had the
SIn a11est. OI1.ebenefit of this large var+ance for sequential
grid mining is that a relatively large portion of the mining
will be done at very low ERR'Il'",
One major drawback of the energy r~llease rate cr'iterion is that
it does not consider thi: effo.~t of faults or dykes. Monitoring
on Elandsrand tnd+cates that a significant portion of the total
seismic activity is al;sociated with movement along faults or
dykes, of tan at low eRR levels. ithis helps to' highlight the
point tl1~t the results of the enerigy rel ease rate criterion,
though useful, are l'lClt a:ways valid. For instance it cannot
demonstrate the trernf~ndous reduction in seismi city whic:h wi11
result from effective cla,......j,l1g of faults and dykes with
brad:et pillars. Tile mait ,iefulnftss of ERRmodelling is for
rough comparisons of layouts which disr'egard geological
di scent inuiti es.
4.4 SUlOO1aryof Cqimputer Modell ing Results
The average pillar stress for all of the pillars modal ted was
lass than the currtmtly accepted maximum design leve'is. There ..
fore. atcording to this criterion, pillar s,tabi1ity will, not be
a probl em, Even wUhout backfi 11. This 'is contrad'j cted by the
results of the Hoek and Brown failure criterion,.
The results of the computer modelling of the Hoek and Brown
fanure crlter len indicate that there is no significant dif-
ference in stability between the strike and dip pillars. When
mining without backfill was modelled tfte results indicate that
pillar foundation failure can be expected for both pillar orien-
tations. It also appears that this fai1ure could occur at a
relatively early stage when stoping is still in progress near
the pillar. Classi'Fied tailings backfill as modelled rignifi ..
cantly improves pillar foundation stability. Failure Ibnes are
reduced and it appears that foundation failure will ati least be
delayed until stoping in th~ vicinity is complete, provided that
acceptable tace configurations are maintained.
The planned depth of haulages of 80 metres be10w re~f is suf-
ficient. However, the effect of any large seismic events asso-
ciated with pillar foundation failure will have to be monfctored.
One of the di sadvantages of sequenti at grid mining when
compared with scattElY'ed mini .. longwall mining is that higher
energy release rat~,s (ERR's) are encountered during certain
mining steps. Perhaps surprisingly, the high ERR's are not
incountered as mining approaches the final pillar configuration
;;r'ovidecl that mining ; s first done from the raise back to the
1~;nal pillar position, then from the raise forward to the mining
timit for the next pillar. The hight!st ERR occurs in the panel
mining immediately below the mined out area above 9!i level
(Figures 4.12 and 4.13). This problem +s made considerably worse
/~hen this top parl'el is mined last due to an overhand configura ..
tion. The scattered mini ..longwal1 layout does not have these
problems due to the strike stabilizing pillar between 95 and 98
11?Jvels (Figure 4.14}. The use of clasc;lfied tailings backfill
reduces ERR's in even the overhand sequential grid mining con~
ffguration to what are constdered to be eccaptab'le Ieve ls for
"
Elandsrand. Proper planning and execution of mining sequences
cen also keep" ERR's to acceptable lev~lst even without backfill.
The use of properly placed classified tailings backfill will,
however':) allow a great deal more flexibility with mining
sequences. Therefore, while scattered mini-long\'1a.lls as
modelled result in lower peak ERR's, sequential grid mining can
be done at acc(;}abl e 1evets of ERR.
Sequential grid mining therefore meets the rack mechanics
requirements for deep level mining. The major concern is pillar
foundation fai1ur;:. At 98 level elevation cl ass tf ted tail lngs
backfill and a correct stoping configuration are required to
~void pillar foundation failure while stopit1g is in progr,ess in
the vicinity of the pi 11ar. Pi llar:,,! foundation failure wi 11 be
virtually unavoidable in the lon9""te~m finer stoping t s complete,
This could affect the haul ages~ but tf,{eir depth in the footwall
should be sufficient to dampen the effect of any major seismi~
city. the other concern is that energy release rates could al~o
reach excessive \Jevels if mining is done ~~th poor face CQn~
figurations. This can be prevented by discipl il'led mi'ling with
((-classified tail iogs backf; 11.
The maximum acceptable levels for each design criteria need to
be mors clearly defined because each customized pillar design
wi 11 have to be checked to ensure that the pill ars wi 11 have
accepteb 1e li' stabi1 ity, the overall on-reef stresses are accep ..
~ . w
table, excess shear stres~ J s not a prcb'lem along f'aul ts or
dykes, and 'development is situated in M acceptable stn:~ss
environment. These maximum levels shou.ld be;. adjusted period;·
cally based on bsck analysis of results fl'om pr~,;ious mining.
Different maximum levels for design criter1 a could be used for
min~ng with cl assified tail ings backfi 11 and with cemented bac~!-
fill. In particular the ,maximum acceptable lernls for energy
rele&se t'ate» "and excess ,she.i).r stresses .cnul d b~ higher when
backfill is used due to the strata canty'o1 benefits. Good
i II .
quan~y cl ass if ted tailings backfill installed close to the face
will reduce the Qverall stress levels and therefore seismicity,
but it will al$~ reduce the rlamage d~e to St7iS~iC ac~ivity, .
.. 1nerefore it. should be possib1e to maintain s~fe conditions even
if pillars are reduced and more seisr,Yic"ity occurs. Cemented
backfi 11 waul d be expected to have even more benefi t regard; nq
strata control.
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5 COMPARISON OF SEQUENTIAL GRID MINING TO SCATTERED :~,INI ..
LONGWALL MINING
Scatt.er ed mini ...longwall mining (see proposed layout in Figure
5.1) has been considered as an alternative to conventional
longwall mining for Elandsrand Gold Mine. The term
"min;(,longwall" is used to indicate that each lOllgwall is
divh 'Yd into sections of six panels each, with the sections
separated by strike stabilizing pillars. "Scattered" refers to
the establishment of a number of longwal1s to mine pistinct
areas separated by major faults or dykes. These major geologi-
cal di scont inutt t es are 1eft intact and stabil ized with bracket
pi 11ars.
Scattered mini ..longwall mining would be preferabl e to convan ...
tional iongwal1 mining for Elan«srand. However, sequential grid
mining is the best option since it will result in improved pro ..
fitability and safety. The following comparisons between scat-
tered mini ...longwall mining and sequential grid mining confirm
this statement.
5.1 Produc~ion Aspects
.. Off-reef Development Requirements : Scattered minl~ longwall
mining would require significan.tly more ·off..reef development
(see Section 2.4 for details). This would result in much
higner mining costs(S) over the remaining life of the mine.
- Recovered Grade: Scattered mini ..longwa11 mining would result
in more d'Mut ton and more mining of low grade areas. The
dilution is due to the need to mine <through ,faults and dykes
and to t~~ large amount of waste tl'dning required to over stope
shallow footwall development. '"ongwall mining is not a
selective m'ining method, hence the increased mining of low
gy·ade areas .. I) Secti,on 2.4 has '(fetails of. the improved flexi ..
bility and reduced off ..r~ef stoping r:equirements of sequen ..
tial grid mining.
n
o
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.. Face Length : Both m'l.n1ng methods wou1d create enough f'ace
1ength to meet El anJsrand I s production requirements.
Howeve:,,!) scattered mini-longwal1 mining does not allow spare
face to be kept avai1able in case there are problems.
5.2 RC..-:k Mechanics Aspects
:./
.. Control of faults ~.ndOykes and Associated Seismicity :
\., (~\ ... -
Scattered mini-long\'l!~X~r,O~ining;,allows the major geologi'cal
discontinuities {between longwalls to be left intact with
bracket pillars. However, tlw ~maller f(.l.u1t~ atl.d dykes bet-
ween thes~ majt:)( feCi.tures. stH I have to be mined through to
snsure that th\~ "shallow ,follow-behind development is pro..
tect~d from high stresses. A1thoush the feu·its and ~.Ykes are
clamj:;ed(lO) above a~d below each min; ..longwall by the strikE;;"
- 'j '. .,'!. . r-. ..--
IT pt l lars , the ynclamped span 1\'1between causes-,'major problems.
Weakening of the strike pi'llars also occurs at the intersec ..
tion with the fault m' ,~yk:e. This has been a problem area on
Western Deep Level s, Deta 11s of the improved control of
f,aults and dykes which results from sequential grid mining
ar~ ~resented in Secti~m 3. This improved control will
resuH ill a significant reduction in seismicity and a major
improvement in safety.
,~ Stability of Footwall Development : Experience with mini ..
lotigwa 11s on Western Deep Level s indi cates that pi 11ar
foundation failure can severely damage extensive lengths of
haulage since the haulages are parallel to the pi 11ars.
Several recent large seism1c events associated with pillar
"fO~lndation failure on Western Deep Levels each resulted in
more than 100 meeres of haulage being damaged. With ssquan ..
°tial grid mining the haulages are perpend~l"ular to the
pillars. This helps in that it limits the area of potential
damage. Therefore the area requiring additional intensive
sapport is smaller"~. there is less likelihood of someone being
in the hazardous area 'at the time of the event, and if t.he
halJlage collapses a svorter length will need to be recpened,
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There will also or: secondary escapeways avat labl e ahead of
the area of potential damage by the time the pillar is
created.
:1
... On-reef Stresses Scatter¥d mini ..longwall mining does result
in lower peak/ienergy rele~se rates. However, this is not a
major factor since seqUen~~al grid mining can also be dorte at
acceptabl e energy rel ease/rate 1evels •
.. Effectiveness of Backfill : The significant support loads
which must be reached before back.fi 11 contributes appreciab1y
to regional support are only attained after consider~b<le etc ..
sure has occurred. Therefore it is the backfill installed
midway between stabilizing pillars which contributes the most
benefit. For mini ...longwall mining the critical a~ea is the
middle twa panels, while for sequential grid mining it is the
area close to the raise. The backfill for the two midd1e
longwall panels is placed in a high closure env5ronment.
This m~ans that a Significant amount of closure will occur
before fill can be placed. The backfill near the raise for
sequential grid mining will be tnsta'l led in a low closure
environment. Therefore the fill can be installed at close to
the original stoping wi dth, This wi 11 result in improved
performance, of the b 1.ckfi 11 for reg; anal support purpose:; •
.. Pillar Slots : Strike stabilizing pillars for mini-longwall
mining have to be mined through at regu1ar intervals to fac; ..
litate ventilation between mini ..longwalls and occasionally to
overstcpe an area for a Cl~QSSCUt: which has to be dev loped
underneath the pnlar. These pillar slots are extremely
-' .!\ t
hazardous(lS) ..because they have ,~ be mined at high stress
levels. Pi1Yar slots will::;:l1ot=<~orma11Y b~ requ~·r'ed for
sec.;uenMal grid m·ining. The exception t'li 11 be bracket
pillars which are not .on dip and are therefore s itua.ted over
,-)
a crosscut. These pillars wH 1 be sj~!tt'ed during ) edging
operations, so theminillg win be dOl1e at 'Iow str ess levels.
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Gully Stability: A. particular pr~",r~ area with strike sta-
bilizing pillars for mini ..longwall mining at Western Deep
Level S 'flas the guny immediately above the 20 metre wj de
pillars. A lar'ge zone of failed rock(lO) in the hangingwal1
updtp of the pillar ,,(Figures 4.6 and 4.7) resulted in a
serious problem with falls of ground. This has app~rently
been ~olved by increasing the pillar width to 40 me.tres. Dip
stabilizing pillars for saquential grid mining completely
avoid any potential prob1f3"s in this regard because t'let'e is
no 'Sully adjacent to the pi 11at.
/i
((
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6 RECOMMENDATIONSFOR FUtURE WORK
Several aspects of sequential grid mining and mine design ;n
general require further investigation or improvement. There are
also several aspects of sequential grid mining which need to be
monitored during the initial implementation in shallower areas
of the mine. This will result in better designs for deeper
areas.
- Computer .Model1ing to Refine the Design Process: Designs for
specific areas where sequential grid mining is being imple-
mented will improve if" further comput.er modelling investiga-
tions are done. More extensive computer model1ing needs to
be done to assess a wider range of stoping configurations
which are possible with sequential grid mining.. Different
initial conditions (e.g. mined out ar-eas) need to be
investigated. The effect of changing the rai Se spacing or
extraction rate (and therefore the pi 11ar wi dth) needs to be
looked at in more detail, with due regard to production
constraints The sensitivity of the results to the assump-
tions regarding backfill modelling parameters needs to be
checked as th~y may have been overly optimi st tc, The use-
fulness of lnelasti~ modelling also needs ')0 be investigated.
.. Improve the Monitoring of Seismicity: The Elandsrand seismic
detection and location system needs to be expanded and its
accuracy "regarding event locations and source mechani sms
needs to be improved. Geophones need to be installed in the
subshaft as soon as possible to adequately cover the area
where sequentia'i grid mining is being implemented. Accurate
information regarding event Iocatfcns and .source mechanisms
will enable back analysis to be done properly" This will
ulti.mately 1ead to improved designs for other areas of the
mine.
y
.. Monitor Haulages Undet' Pillars
(/
The effect of the dip stab; ...
lizing pillars on thG undet'lying haulages needs to be accura-
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tely determined. Damage may result from the dynamic
deformation associated with seismic activity. Instrumen-
tation and monitoring must be done to determine the extent
of the probl em (if any) and the effectiveness of various sup ..
port types in contr(}1i ing the damage~ The effect of dynamic
deformation on footwall development needs further investiga-
tion. The resul ts of these investigations wi 11 result in
improved deSigns for the deeper areas of the mine.
- Improve the Design of Bracket Pillars: This is going to be
one of the most difficult aspects of implementing sequential
grid mining due to the difficulty. of fo,"mulating definitive
deSign limits for excess shear stress. However, since
sequential grid mining will utilize a relatively large number
of bracket pillars there ts great potential for learning and
improvement. Back analysis of both stable and unstable
pillars (determined by monitoring seismic activity) will be
vital. Again, experience in the shallower areas of the mine
wi 11 lead to improved desi.gnS' for the deeper areas.
.. Improve the Economic Aspects of Mine Design : The adverse
economic conditions currently prevaili~g in the South African
gold mining industry make it .imperatjve that everyone
invol\fed in the planning process pays more attention to eco-
nOllfics. The emphasiS must be shi.fted from square metres
mined to gold produced profitably.. This will require a
better understanding of the breakdown of the costs of mining
and the effect of changes in planning on ttese. costs. The
rock' nechaniC$ department must be wi 11in9 t" ompare support
and mini,n'g :a1ternativas to help to determine which set of
alternatives yields the best profit while ensuring that mining
can sti 11 be done safely .. ' Comput~)~,modelling wi 11 playa key
rol e +n determining the size andhocatian of pi ll ars and the
/1
planning of the mining between'!the pillars. It will (ilcS~
filelp to determine whether it would be more profitabl e t6;;;;~ine
~ith large pillars and no ba:kfill or to use backfil1 to mini ..
mize pillar requirements. The use of high quality backfill
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(probably cemented) needs to be investigated further to
determine if it will be a viahle option for further reducing
pi 11ar requirements in hi gh grade areas. rne over-a 11 <'ffect
of backfill on st3.biliting pillars therefore warrants further
attention. The possibility that backfill p l aced in con-
tact with the pillar edges (as can be accompl tshed with dip
pillars) can lead to higher pillar strengths due to improved
pillar confinement needs to be investigat~d.
- Expand Backfi n Capacity and Capabi l1ty : The results of the
computer modelling indicate that classified tailings backfill
will b,;8 extremeJy tmpor tant for the depth of mining con ...
sidered, Backfill wi 11 h~1p to limi t energy rel ease rates to
ecceptebte levels even wHh less than ideal face con ...<:
figurations, but its bi.ggiS'st benefit wili be the improved
pi n~r stabH ity suggested by the results of the Hoek and
-:
Brown failut'e criterion. For the pillar configurations
modelled the use of prop~rly placed backfill will allow
Stoping operations along a pillar to be compl eted before
pillar foundatt(l~ failure occurs, This is extremely sign1f1 ..
cant due to the potential severity of rockbursts associated
with thts foundation fail ur a,
It is ther~:~ imperative that Elandsrand expand its back..
jj
fill capacity to enable complete filling ,J.:iNithor without
cementitious additiveS} of all panels in areas where the
grade justifies the extra expense, The expertise must also
be dev~loped now to ensure that this backfill is placed
effectively (which means close to 'the face and in contact
with the hangingwall) at all times.
o
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7 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
7.1 Summary
The objectiv~ of this r~port was to determine the abf lity of
sequenti.a1 grid mining to meet the rock mechanics requirements
for mi~'ling the deeper portion of Elandsrand' s subshaft r'eef ,
The l'rlvestigation has shown that sequential grid mining achtsves
the followin~ objectives.
.. Str6lj:l:NiS and ener.gy rel ease ratf'4$ can be kept to acceptabt e
levdi~(s 'if properly placed chssified tailings backfill and/or
:/'.
ideal :111ning sequences and configuratins are ..uti1 ized.
Ii
- The.fo\,,\l1lltion of remnants can be a~Ioided •
.. Stal:)i1iz'ing pillars and. backf+l l (in c.ertain areas) will be
1\ , . r'~
use('f1f.~region.a 1 support •
•. Haulages are situated deep in the footwall to avoid the high
stresses under the dip stabilizing pillars •
... Most faults and dykes will be clamped with bracket pillars.
Therefore sequentii'.l grid mining Cli~ meet the rock mechanics
requirements for deep mining. This report has also shown that
sequential grid mining is preferable to scattered mini ...longwal1
mining for Elandsrand's variable gradet highly fd.ul'ted reef.·'
Sequential grid mining. will result in less problems with faults
. and dykes. This is the biggest advantage of sequential grid
(,3lmi,ning when compared to any form .of longwall mining. There
~~fle three main aspects which illustrate the potential for
sequential grid mining to reduce the problems created by fal)lts
and dykes.
... More Brac~:'f!t Pill~~s : Sequential grid mining a Ilows a larger
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proportion of the faults and dykes to be 1eft intact with
bracket pil l ars , If these brac~et pillars are properly
designed seismic act ivtty will be substantially reduced.
Bracket pil tar design will be easier since more accurate
information on the location and orientation of the faults and
dykes '~i11 be obtained from the development ahead of the
stoping operations. These bracket pillars should also be
more effective than strike pillars which r~sult in only small
areas of the geological dtsccnt tnuf ty being clamped.
- Less Ne~JOtfl1tion of Faults and Dyke!:> : One of the bi ggest
prohlem.s associated with longwall mining has been the nego-
tiation of faults and dykes and the re-establishment of
stopil19 operations on the other side of the ~eature. This is
an extremely hazardous procedure which can result in con-
siderable off-reef mining, but it must be done so that the
shallow follow-behind development is protected from high
stresses. Sequ~ntial grid minit"9 will virtually el tmtnats
this requirement.
- Better Approach to Faults and Dykes : Sequential grid mining
will make it easie~ ttl avoid mining a number of panels up to
or through a fault or dyke simultaneously. To accomplish
this requires prior l<nowledge of the orientation of the
geologica1 feature and the ability to alter mining con-
-,
figurations, sometimeS significantly. With loogwall mining
it is difficult to accurately determine the orientation of
geological structure ahead, of stoping oper4t.lvlli>i 1t is also
extremely difficult to make significant changes to mining
configurations (e.g. from overhand to underhand) due to the
resultant production delays •. Sequential grid mining ts
designed to faci 1itate both of these requirements.
Sequential grid mining w'i11 also result r less problems with
footwall development. This is an area which will need to be
monitored. However, sequential grid mining will eliminate the
need for shallow rollow",behind de\',elopment which runs parallel
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to the stabilizing pillars. The haulages for sequential grid
minin-ij are deep in the footwall and perpendicular to the dip
stabilizing pillars. Therefore, if pillar foundation fai1ur~
occurs the sei smicity wHl be 1ess 1ikely to damage the
haulages, plus a smaller portion of haulage would be affected.
This also means that intensive support of haulages in the vici ..
nity of pillars will be mtlre feasible since a small area will
need to be protected. Crosscuts wi n not be a probl em since
they are overs toped at an early stage.
The\:~t?:Sign process required for sequential gri d mining wi 11
result in the Elandsrand Rock. Mechanics Department having a
vastly increased workload due to the large amount of computer
modelling required. The initial layout of dip stabilizing
pillars is simple enough, but everYii time a pillar is moved to
IIclamp a fault or dyke or to Hkorporate a low grade area
computer modelling will have to be done to determine the pillar
size and mining sequence required to ensure that all of the
design criteria are' still met. There will atso be a temptation
to move pillars whenever it is convenient for production person ..
nel. This will have to be minimized due to the large amount of
work required in checking eaet new layo~t.
The monitoring and analysis of seismicity will have to improve
with regard to 1ocat ion accuracy and determi nat ion of the source
mechanism. Haulages below pillars will have to be instrumented
and monito"ed to determine if the layout and support are ade-
quats, Additional instrumentation and monitoring will be
i~..~'
required to improve the understanding of the effect'iveness of 11
combined backfiH and stabilizing pillar layout. All of these
O(leratlons require substantial addit'i'(mal work from the rock
m~chan'lcs departmeilt.
7.2 Cf)n<:lustons
.I..ongwalt' m~a1ng with strike stabilizing pillars is acceptabl e
for deep minin~ ~h~n the reef has. a uniformly high grade and
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relatively little faulting. Sequential grid mining is a safer
and more ~"'(;fitable alternative when the reef has a highly
variable 9v'ade and a relatively large number of faults and
dykes, as is the case at Elandsrand Gold Mine. The development
done ahead of the stoping operations yi el ds accurate advance
information on geological structure and grade. This can then be
used for intelligent planning of mining sequences and pillar
layouts. Low grade areas where mining would not be profitable
can be identified and left as pillars. Bracket pillars cart be
designed for mo~t faults and dykes. The design and implemen-
tation of these bracket pillars will be better s7nce the loca-
tion, o~ientation and throw of the fault or dyke will be know~
well in advance of stoping operations. Where there is no unpay
or bracket pillar ~etwean raises a dip stabilizing pillar can be
ut1.1 ized to avo; d hol ing and to 1imit the mining span between
pillars. These dip pi1lars should be shifted to low grade areas
whenev~r possible to maximize gold recovery_
The mining sequence, pillar sizes and pillar locations can be
altered as necessary to ensure that the final design meets the
relevMt rock mechanics requirements. This will ensure that the
mining can be dona in safe conditions. Backfill will be more
~ffec'\'Ne as regional support between the dip pillars, but it
shout d only be used wiler, econvmi cal ly justifi ed or when
necessary to ensure safe: ccndlt lons , The impl ementation of
sequential grid mining in thh manner will allow this variable
grade reef to he mined safely and at maximum profitability ..
Sequential grid mining will also greatly improve satety by
clamping faults ~t!d dykes, with bracket pillars. The mining of
panets through f<wlts alld dykes has proven to be an extremely
hazardous oper~tion. Sequenti al gri d mining wnl vlr'tual1y
eliminate this requirement. Properly designed bracket pillars
along fau1ts and dykes wnl also significantly reduce the
seismic activity associated with movement along these geological
features.
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INPUT VARIABLES FOR COMPUTER MODELLIN~
?eneral Elastic Constan!!
Poisson's Ratio
YoungIs Modulus
Stoping Width
CohesiQI'J
Angle of Friction
Sackfi lJ Charllcteri sties
Cohesion "
Angle of Friction
r~atet"ial Typ.~
Crit teal Str.~ss Parameter (Ia I)
U1timate Strain (Ibl)
Fi 11 Width
Stoping Width
Hoek and Brown Failure Criterion Variables(12)
Rockmass Quality
Unaxial Compressive Strength
Empirical Constant • m
Empirical Constant ~ s
General Computer Modell in9 Par~meters
Coarse Window Gri d Size
Fine Window Grid Size
MaximumNumber of Solution Iterations
Successive Over ..R~laxat ion Factor
(Second and subsequent Iterations)
Overall Stress Tolerance
Maximum Number of Iteration Cycles
Successive Over-RE:laxation Factor
(First Iterati~h) .CC;C
Number of Lump;ng Shells
Iteration S;tart Contra 1 Number
APPENDIX A
0,2
70,0 SPa
1,5 metres
5,0 MPa
30,0 degrees
0,0 MP(\
30,0 degr ees
Hyperbolic
11,1 MPa
0,40
1,50 metres
1,50 metres
Very Good
200 MPa
7,5
0,1
20 metres
5 metres
15
1,5
0,2
15
1.5
3
o
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